
Overview
Welcome to the third part of our Microsoft Office Word training program.

This advanced-level course is designed to help power users leverage Microsoft 
Word to collaborate on documents and secure information.

By the end of this course learners should be comfortable with using Microsoft 
Word’s tools to facilitate collaboration and document versioning. Learners 
will also learn how to create reference pages, manage long documents and 
create forms using Microsoft Word.  

Features and Benefits
1. This is an authorised Microsoft Official Course (MOC), a preparation course  
 for MOS: Microsoft Office Word 77-725 certification exam. 

 
2. This course is accredited with MICT SETA upon successful completion of your  
 Portfolio of Evidence (PoE) for Unit Standard 258877 & 258898. 

 
3. Learnfast offers accredited courses for clients who choose the 
 credit-bearing option. An additional fee is payable for accredited courses &  
 exam vouchers.
4. Get 12 months access to your course via our myWay Learning Platform  
 that includes video lectures, extra resources, questionnaires and much more. 
5. Take full advantage of our new Hybrid Learning by attending on campus or  
 virtually. Have all your classes ready to be downloaded and watched,  
 anytime, anywhere.

 
6. Attendees will learn practical skills which can be applied in the work  
 environment. 
7. Complete all three levels of Word training and prepare to write the
 internationally recognized Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS) examination.

  

Duration
In Class/Virtual Class, Hybrid Learning 
1 Day  (08:30 – 16:00) Classes are 
presented via our Hybrid Learning 
allowing learners the flexibility to attend 
on campus or in the comfort of their home 
or workplace.

Online, Mentored Learning 
12 Months  Self-paced, access anytime, 
anywhere via our myWay Learning 
Platform.

   

Microsoft Office Word Advanced

Course Prerequisites
It is assumed that the learner: 
• has completed Word Intermediate or have equivalent experience  
• is comfortable using the keyboard, mouse, and Start menu 
• have an understanding and experience with MS Office Word 
• computer Literacy at NQF Level 2.  
• mathematical Literacy at NQF Level 3. 
• communication at NQF Level 2/3. 
• knowledge of GUI based database application.

Accredited By
MICT SETA: ACC/2012/07/748
Microsoft Learning partner

Unit Standards
US258877, NQF4, Credits: 4 
and US258898, NQF3, Credits: 7

Microsoft Certification
Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS) 
Certification upon successful 
completion of the international 
exam 

Payment Options
Full course fee payable upfront or 
apply for our 3 Month Finance Option 
(Deposit R2000 upfront, 3 Months’ 
payment terms)

An additional fee is payable for 
accredited courses & exam vouchers. 

   

Course Accreditations
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Course Outline
Module 1: Customizing Formats 
using Styles and Themes
Styles should be used for most 
Microsoft Word documents. This 
powerful tool can help you keep 
even the most complex document 
organized and consistent. 
It can also make updates simple 
and seamless. In this topic the 
learner will learn how to use and 
create styles and themes.
• Create and modify text styles
• Customize a list 
• Create custom lists or table styles 
• Apply and customize document 
 themes

Module 2: Working with different 
types of sections
Section divide a document up into 
different sections, thus allowing you to 
apply different formatting or layout 
options to those sections. In this lesson 
you will work with different types of 
sections.
• Work with different types of sections
• Work with different types of headers 
 and foote 

Module 3: Collaborating on 
Documents
Whenever you create or modify a 
Microsoft Word document, information 
aboutyourself, your computer, and your 
actions are recorded in the document’s 
properties. In this topic, you will learn 
how to view and modify this information.
• Modify user information 
• Share a document 
• Work with comments 
• Compare document changes 
• Review a document with tracked 
 changes 
• Merge document changes 
• Coauthor documents  

Module 4: Adding Reference Marks 
and Notes 
In this lesson, we will learn about the 
various types of referencing tools that 
are available in Microsoft Word.     
• Add captions to objects 
• Insert cross-references 
• Add bookmarks  
• Add hyperlinks 
• Add citations 
• Insert a bibliography  

  

    

Module 5: Using Macros 
If you frequently use the same series 
of commands over and over, you might 
want to consider creating a macro to 
help save you time and reduce errors. 
In their simplest form, macros may be 
thought of as several commands 
grouped together. This lets you perform 
an entire series of actions just by 
performing a single command.      
• Automate tasks using Macros 
• Create a Macro

Module 6: Simplifying and 
Managing Long Documents
Microsoft Word includes many 
pre-defined cover pages that can help 
you add a professional, polished touch 
to any document. In this topic you will 
also learn about a one-click command 
to add a blank page anywhere in a 
document.      
• Add cover pages and blank pages to 
 a document 
• Insert an index 
• Insert a table of contents 
• Insert an ancillary table 
• Manage document outlines 
• Create and use master and 
 subdocuments  

Module 7: Securing a document 
Microsoft Word contains polishing 
tools to make sure your document 
only contains the information that 
you want it to.  
In this lesson you will learn how to 
use these tools and make sure your 
document is ready to be sent.       
• Suppress information 
• Set editing restrictions 
• Add a digital signature to a 
 document 
• Restrict document access

Module 8: Forms 
Microsoft Office Word can assist with 
data automation by providing the 
ability to create and customize 
interactive forms. In this lesson, we will 
learn how to create and manipulate a 
form for data entry and 
add controls to it.       
• Create forms 
• Manipulate forms 
• Convert form data 

    

Delivery Methods
• Campus-based  
• On-Site  
• Virtual Live  
• Online Self-paced  

   

What you get
On completion the learner will earn:
  
• Certificate of Completion from 
 Microsoft
• Certificate of Competency from 
 MICT SETA upon successful completion 
 of the PoE process (Moderated and 
 found competent)

Note: All certificates are electronically 
issued.     

   

Outcomes and 
Objectives
Upon completion of this course and 
successful assessment, learners will 
have acquired these skills
   
• Customizing formats using styles and 
 themes
• Work with different types of sections
• Demonstrating an understanding of and 
 use master and sub documents.
• Collaborating on documents
• Modify user information
• Share a document
• Work with comments
• Review a document with track changes
• Creating, editing and/or deleting 
 references in a document.
• Creating, editing and using electronic 
 links in a document.
• Using Macros
• Creating and automate tasks using macros
• Simplifying and managing long 
 documents
• Insert an index and table of contents
• Using outline options
• Working with Master and subdocuments
• Securing a document
• Set restrictions and add signatures
• Creating and use forms.  
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